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• John Mayer is not MY mayor—I didn’t even vote for him
• You can trust me, I’m verified on MyCokeRewards.com
• The Electoral College isn’t even a good school
• I’m Q-dropping this relationship
• I would take a bullet for Bruno Mars
• I’m fiscally conservative, but socially Liberace

- Why does Panda Express call it orange chicken when we all know it’s panda?
- Nothing like sniffing glue and reading some post-huff HuffPost
- I know Marvel and DC have the best superheroes, but where is the respect for Bibleman?
- Flan is dessert wearing lotion
- On the first day of Christmas my true love gave to me 100 cans o’ beans
- I don’t care about the royal “we.” Please refer to me by the royal “Yas Queen”
- There aren’t enough broken water fountains in the PCL
- Please refer to me by my exotic dancing name, Jack the Stripper

- I’d like to cash in my Papa Points for big boy money now
- I have disposable contacts but unfortunately not disposable eyes
- I wish for a simpler time, when women weren’t allowed to wear pants
- Ohana means family and family means we don’t intentionally leave our brother at Waffle House
- So then I said, “Please clap,” but the gonorrhea was not to be dissuaded
- I’m gonna go out on a limb here and literally dangle from a tree
- Better to have loved and lost than to have loved and won a venereal disease
- Scientology may be a cult, but it’s nowhere near as good as my cult
Old man sitting on park bench throwing dead birds

DALLAS — As is his custom, Old Man Jenkins was seen at the park hurling dead birds into the sky last Sunday. "Oh, hello. I hope you don't mind me here," Jenkins told reporters, sporting his characteristic wide brimmed hat and kindly, knowing smile. "You know, I don't get out much, but when I get the chance I do love to watch my birds." With a wink, heave, and spray of feathers and blood, onlookers smiled as Jenkins hurled avian carcasses across the pristine landscape of the Eastwoods Neighborhood park.

Man in boots don’t like your kind

WACO, TX — Boot-wearing Bruce Pierson, six-foot-two and skin made of rawhide, adjusted his belt buckle and spit out his chaw before making you aware of the fact that he don't like your kind. "Your type ain't welcome round these parts, hombre," said Pierson through a mouthful of succotash he had been storing in his pockets. "If'n you get to thinking your folk oughta hunker down here, you may find yourself plumb outta luck in this here town come real soon." At press time, Pierson was rustling up some grub and speaking his mind to the lawman on account of your type representing a danger he ain't seen here in a long time.

Point: Hold me

Mamma, please take me into your arms. The world is crushing my adolescent spirit and I need to feel your rough, maternal hands upon my sinewy body. Your blood is my blood and I wish to feel our pulses synchronize as I lie in your embrace. I am enfeebled. Without your touch, I may never regain the strength necessary to continue in this cruel, cold world. You are my mother and I love you. Our connection precedes my corporeal form. I was the child you always wanted, so please hold me now. I beg of you.

Counterpoint: You have leprosy

Do not use your sweet, twisted words on me. Beg as you may, our blood is no longer one. Yours is tainted, you diseased mongrel. As I watch you kneel before me, our family crest upon your cardigan, I am heartbroken. How could you taint our esteemed family name? Leprosy? One hundred years of inbreeding to keep our bloodline pure, and you go and catch leprosy? I knew your little fascination with the common armadillo would be the ruin of us. No! Do not come closer. You wished to lie among those creatures and you must face the consequences. I will never take you in my arms again.
Area vulva tired of being mislabeled as area vagina

PHILADELPHIA — Sarah Anderson’s vulva expressed her frustration at being mislabeled as a vagina this morning after disappointing sex. "I don’t understand what’s so hard about distinguishing me—who clearly has folds of skin—from a fucking muscular canal," said Anderson's vulva, as Anderson freshened up from the night before. "Look, everybody thinks it all looks the same down there. But in reality, I look entirely different and perform entirely different functions than Sarah’s vagina. I mean, if Sarah’s boyfriend can distinguish between his dick and balls, he can distinguish me from her vagina." As of press time, Anderson’s vulva could be seen desperately trying to explain to Anderson’s boyfriend where the clitoris is.

Report: Tony Hawk never loved you

DENVER — Tony Hawk, the two-time Olympic gold medalist snowboarder and world renowned sex icon, has officially announced that he Never Loved You. “You know, I only love one thing—carvin’ up that gnarly powder," said Hawk, fingering a lock of his signature, shiny red mane. “Snowboarding and snow bunnies are the only things I care about. I, Tony Hawk, the man who is known for snowboarding and nothing else, have always loved snowboarding but I can’t say I’ve ever loved a babe.” As of press time, Hawk was seen waxing his lucky snowboard in preparation for the upcoming Winter X-Games because he’s a snowboarder.

White guy with dreadlocks has an opinion

AUSTIN — Last Wednesday, Dan Spina, a white guy with dreadlocks, announced to classmates in his ‘Race in the Media’ class that he had an opinion. “But why isn’t it ‘All Lives Matter’? We’re all important. Race is just a concept,” said Spina, who has reportedly been growing his blond locs since his high school days in suburban Dallas. “Cultural appropriation? Doesn’t exist. We’re all part of the human race.” As of press time, Spina was discussing plans for a tattoo featuring a sankofa symbol superimposed on Bob Marley’s face.
Mom and salmon-colored throw pillow a match made in heaven

CEDAR RAPIDS, IA — Suburban soccer mom and self-proclaimed interior designer, Tammy Miller, created a match made in heaven with her recently bought salmon-colored throw pillow. “I swung on over to TJ Maxx the other day while I was waiting for Tyler’s Model UN meeting to get out and that’s when me and that little fringed beauty locked eyes and hearts,” explained Miller as she did some housework with the pillow under her arm. “I honestly wasn’t even looking to buy—I was just gonna browse the ath-leisure section for some high-waisted yoga pants but when I saw the throw pillow, I knew that we were meant to find one another.” At press time, Miller was seen on the phone with the family photographer setting up a shoot for her and the pillow next weekend.

Church of Scientology sues man one thetan at a time

LOS ANGELES — The Church of Scientology recently announced its plan to sue each individual thetan in Nikolai Rai’s body. “At first we didn’t think we were up to the job,” said Reginald Bellbottoms IV Esq., the church’s attorney, “but then we imagined it not as us suing all his thetans, but all our thetans against all of his. This trial shall be a holy war and we are the anointed crusaders. We will crush the infidel thetans. They had the Hubbarddamned nerve to write that blog post. It was a very mean blog post.” At press time, Bellbottoms was preparing for the fourth of 79 trials on behalf of the Church of Scientology, which is definitely not a cult. I repeat, the Church of Scientology is not a cult. The Texas Travesty would like to publicly say that the Church is a completely valid church, not a cult.
President-elect Donald Trump recently announced that Mike Pence is going to lead his transition team, fueling a flurry of Cabinet appointment rumors. Through our partnership with the Russian government, the Travesty has attained a first look at the Trump administration.
1. Secretary of Transportation: 
   **Secretariat**
   *Main policy goal:* Drive down the price of oil by converting America to a horse and buggy state once again
   *Political ideology:* Isolationist
   *Qualifications:* Semen worth $300k per ounce

2. Secretary of Women Ranked 8 and Above (On a New York City Scale): 
   **Barron Trump**
   *Main policy goal:* Fat Tax
   *Political ideology:* War hawk
   *Qualifications:* His first name is already an official title

3. Attorney General: 
   **Chris Christie**
   *Main policy goal:* Deflect some ridicule from Trump
   *Political ideology:* Negotiable
   *Qualifications:* Ate Hurricane Sandy

4. Secretary of Energy: 
   **A Hamster On a Really Big Wheel**
   *Main policy goal:* To make sure every household in America has electricity, one revolution of his wheel at a time
   *Political ideology:* Surprisingly coherent pro-labor
   *Qualifications:* Straight shooter respected by both sides

5. Secretary of Interior: 
   **Cory from Cory in the House**
   *Main policy goal:* Open up a Chill Grill on every block
   *Political ideology:* Whatever is least Raven
   *Qualifications:* He’s the new kid, movin’ in, gettin’ it done

6. Secretary of Education: 
   **A cardboard cutout of Ms. Frizzle**
   *Main policy goal:* Overturn Roe v. Wade
   *Political ideology:* Mitochondria is the powerhouse of the cell
   *Qualifications:* Has two of the three dimensions necessary to occupy this office

7. Secretary of State: 
   **Forgot to nominate anyone**

8. Secretary of Defense: 
   **A Yu-Gi-Oh! card in face up attack position**
   *Main policy goal:* Vindicate you for all the bullying you received on his behalf
   *Political ideology:* Believing in the heart of the cards
   *Qualifications:* 1400 attack points
Local man finally sad enough to drink Busch Lite

EL PASO, TX — After an extended period of reflection on his life, career, and personal appearance, local man Aaron Beckner has reportedly decided that he is finally sad enough to crack open a case of Busch Lite. “Back in the good ol’ days, it was always Natty or Bud—Miller Lite, if I was celebratin’,” explained Beckner, nailing an “Out of Business” sign onto the door of his now-defunct bait shop. “After Leanne left, I moved down to Rolling Rock and then on to Keystone. I guess you never really know rock bottom ‘til you get there.” At press time, Beckner was patiently waiting for his beer to go flat in the afternoon sun.

Serious drama unfolding in old FIG GroupMe

AUSTIN — A GroupMe dedicated to the First-Year Interest Group “Economics and You” became active for the first time since 2013 this Thursday, when former group member Jordan Rafferty posted “All lives matter” for no apparent reason. The manifesto that followed covered topics ranging from the recent presidential election to the FIG mentor’s planned activities. “U never really cared about us Ashley,” complained Rafferty. “If u did we would’ve gone to South Congress like u promised.” As of press time, FIG mentor Ashley Razick had finally joined the conversation to ask if everyone could Venmo her for the pizza she bought three years ago.

Roommate courageously admits to clogging the toilet

AUSTIN — Twenty-year-old Alice Fisher did the unthinkable this Tuesday when she approached her roommate and revealed that she was responsible for clogging their shared bathroom toilet. “Since moving into a joint apartment, I couldn't go a night without having petrifying nightmares about obstructing the toilet. They would always end with my roommate standing in the doorway and turning slowly, pointing an accusatory finger at me. I would always wake up screaming,” said Fisher in an effort to explain why it took so long for her to admit wrongdoing. “At first, I was really scared. Then one day I woke up and realized that it’s okay to ask for help. I no longer feel ashamed.” As of press time, Fisher was reportedly gazing proudly at the mixture of water and human excrement spilling out from her toilet bowl.

Donate Sperm, Get Paid!
Healthy men, age 18-39
apply at
beaspermdonor.com

Albino squirrel suffers meltdown under pressure of stardom

AUSTIN — Sources confirm that the University of Texas’ albino squirrel has suffered an intense mental breakdown after buckling under weight of campus stardom, falling into a dangerous spiral of heavy narcotics and alcohol to cope with the pressure that has seemingly broken his tiny will. “He still can't even admit that he has a problem. That’s the worst part,” said junior Michael Pearson, who added that the UT community has banded together around their fallen hero. “Rehab is next for the little guy. I just hope he gets out soon though. I have a biochem test next week.” The students have reportedly decided to show support for his full recovery at a candlelight vigil in front of UT’s renowned tower next Monday.

Things You Can Talk About Now That The Election is Over

Grandma definitely needs to be in a home.

Finally picking up your son from the airport.

This paralyzing, all-encompassing emotional numbness.

This dog that has started living in your house. Where did that thing come from?
God puts Cleveland in its place again

**KINGDOM OF HEAVEN** — Following Game 7 of the 2016 World Series, The Lord God Almighty has announced that he has finally put the city of Cleveland, Ohio back in its rightful place. “I told those assholes not to get their hopes up,” explained The Author and Finisher of Our Faith, pausing to smite some lowly orphan with cancer. “Fifty years without a championship, and then I let the Cavs win just to get their hopes up, all so I can humiliate them the same way I did Golden State.” At press time, God was considering relocating every Cleveland professional sports team just to fuck them a little more.

---

**5 SECRETS JAMES COMEY WANTS TO TELL YOU BUT CAN’T**

FBI Director James Comey made a splash this election season when he disclosed the possibility that Hillary Clinton’s email scandal might not be over. Through an exclusive partnership with WikiLeaks, the Travesty has obtained Comey’s personal diary. Here are the five juiciest secrets we learned.

---

**I wear high heels inside my loafers.**

**I was an understudy in my high school’s production of Pippin.**

**My wife and I don’t feel that same spark anymore.**

**Leaking private information is the only way I get to experience intimacy.**

**Sometimes I’ll barely leave any milk in the carton just so I don’t have to throw it out.**

---

Travesty Fact #6: Now that Dora is older, she demands you address her by the formal “usted” • 9
The holiday season is in full swing again and everyone is scrambling to find the perfect gifts for their families. Instead of stressing out this year, get all your shopping done here at Skymall, home of the most unique, personalized gifts available on the internet and domestic and international flights!

**SOCKS THAT WORK BOTH ON YOUR FEET AND ON YOUR HANDS!**

A new and uncertain garment to find your footing in a new and uncertain world. 

- Trainspotting 2.
- Cubs win the World Series.
- A woman in the White House (Editor’s note: Change this).
- Socks: they’re not just for your feet anymore.

$7.99 per pair.

**A SUBSCRIPTION TO SKYMALL**

Are you currently reading skymall and wanting to share this experience with your tiny nephew, Horst? Skymall is not just for planes. You know this. Horst does not know this. But he will learn.

29.99/yr

**PROUST!**

**A BILLBOARD THAT SAYS “PROUST!” IN COMIC SANS!**

What a thoughtful way to immortalize your Uncle Greg’s aggravating need to constantly prove he’s smarter than you! With this billboard, you can finally turn the tables and undermine his tactless references to French literature.

$8,400.99

**A WAFFLE IRON THAT MAKES WAFFLES IN THE SHAPE OF WAFFLE IRONS**

Stumped about what to get your secret wife this Christmas? Well, not anymore! Here at Skymall we’ve got exactly what she needs—a waffle iron that makes waffles in the shape of waffle irons! Could there be anything better to wake up to during the monthly ‘business trip’ tryst than the sweet smell of waffles?

$64.99

**DOG RAINCOATS!!!**

This 100% nylon imported jacket featuring a hood and reinforced lining is perfect for when your dog hates wearing this 100% nylon imported jacket. Keep your furry friend dry this monsoon season with our new paw attachments and tail cover. This is the perfect gift for your mother, who thought it was humane to dress your childhood dog as Princess Leia last Halloween.

$79.99 for all sizes.

**A VACUUM CLEANER THAT HAS A NOZZLE THE SIZE OF A MOUTH SO YOU CAN GIVE YOURSELF HICKEYS**

Tired of friends and family showing off their lovebites with poorly feigned embarrassment? This innovative filterless canister vacuum from Dyson comes with a free attachment that will bring your neck game to the next level. Just slide on the hickey nozzle, and let the fun begin. Perfect for cousin Lesley, that adolescent.

$499.99
Conventional Oven seeks unconventional lover

MILWAUKEE — Disillusioned by the tedium of white-picket-fence America, conventional oven May Tag is seeking a fresh, unconventional lover. “They ask me what I’m looking for. Heck if I know, I’ve spent the past twelve years cooking up store-brand frozen pizzas for the same nuclear family. I think I should be the one asking you,” said Tag, her resentment for the coldness of her stainless steel environment almost palpable. “I want someone to take me to a kitchen island out there, to open my doors, someone to cook up something special and unfamiliar.”

As of press time, Tag was seen cozing up to a French Press the family bought on their guided tour across Europe.

Local dog wears hat, looks great

PORTLAND — A local Pembroke Welsh Corgi was spotted wearing a miniature top hat upon his head while walking to an unknown destination. “He looked absolutely fabulous—I’ve never seen anything so dashing in all my life. I took one look and thought, ‘Now that dog is going places!’” said area florist Marsha Wheatley, one of many townspeople reportedly mesmerized by the pup’s snappy look. “I’ve got to find out where he got that hat... I hope they have it in my size.” The dog was last seen trotting through the park with a matching monocle on his snout.

Spanish conquistador hiding indifference toward gold

TENOCHTITLAN — Spanish conquistador, Fernando Fernando, has been hiding his indifference toward gold from his bloodthirsty companions. “I always wanted to be a doctor but my dad was a conquistador and his dad was a conquistador so I kind of just got pulled into it,” whispered Fernando to a local Aztec during a routine massacre. “I don’t hate gold, but I really prefer silver. Do you guys have any silver? I know I’m holding a saber to your neck but help me out here.” As of press time, Fernando was last seen sneaking off to avoid a conversation about the importance of gold.

Pope Francis still stumbling upon Benedict’s old hats

VATICAN CITY — This past weekend, Pope Francis was reportedly still stumbling upon Benedict’s old hats. “I was rummaging around in this recently excavated tomb they found below the Vatican,” said Pope Francis, adding another digit to his Excel spreadsheet marked, ‘BENEDICT’S LEFTOVERS.’ “And there were at least three mitres next to a rotting carcass of Pope Gregory V. I mean, I don’t want to say anything, because I’m, you know, the NICE pope, but it’s pretty rude to just leave your stuff everywhere before you resign.” As of press time, Pope Francis was seen fishing another white peaked cone out of the Maderno fountain.

Area masochist disappointed election season over

AUSTIN — After closing his MSNBC tab and frantically searching through TMZ and Daily Mail websites for any form of controversy, area masochist Hector Ramirez lamented that the tumultuous election cycle is, at last, over. “I really got off on forcing myself to watch the debate on repeat, paying close attention to Twitter and Facebook commentary from people I went to high school with,” said Ramirez, who has been known to watch post-debate Tomi Lahren videos in their entirety. “Now that Tr*mp’s won, everything is fucked—I can’t even sustain an erection anymore because our country is now totally destroyed and everything is wrong and dark.” At press time, Ramirez was found loitering outside of the dilapidated Bernie Sanders headquarters in downtown Austin.
WASHINGTON — During a tense press conference earlier today, police chief Cody Ramirez confirmed that a tiny man has fallen into a storm drain and is unable to get out. "We want to get him out of there as fast as possible, but he's not cooperating. He's just so scared," said Ramirez in his address to the media and concerned citizens. "Let's just hope the man survives the night. We've been dropping down baggies of fruit snacks down to him. We've been doing everything in our power." Sources report that the state legislature is racing to allocate more resources to the rescue effort.

Tiny man stuck in storm drain

MIAMI GARDENS, FL — Sources indicate that just this morning you received a Facebook message from Dad with a link to a "Hotline Bling" parody video. "Hey, Kudlo! Your mother and hope college is going well," read your father's message. The video was only in its fourth minute, so here's a funny video your uncle Chip showed your mother. "As you scanned the message, you reportedly couldn't help but both roll your eyes at the mention of such an outdated pop culture reference and tear up a little bit at the way too soon reminder of how the girl you loved ruthlessly stomped on your poor, single heart. "This video's just got us in stitches! Hope it brightens your day, pal," your dad's message concluded. As of press time, the video was only in its fourth minute of nine, an amount of time sources have confirmed is way too fucking long to sit through while crying.

Dad wants to show you hotline bling parody video
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